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Setting Service Expectations:  
Informing patients of their queue positions  

at outpatient x-ray 

1Q is a common queue system shared by many 
departments at CGH. While it is effective for directing 
patients around the hospital, when patients arrive at a 
busy department (e.g. outpatient x-ray), uncertainty 

 sets in soon after they join the queuing crowd. There is no indication that they 
are at the right place, nor of the time it will take for them to be called.  
Even worse, they perceive unfairness when other patients  
arrive later but get called first. They frequently  
interrupt x-ray staff to check, further  
slowing productivity at an  
already busy time.  

To set patients’ expectations of 1Q  
waiting time at outpatient x-ray,  
by informing them of their positions in the 
queue, using a queue dashboard 

Guidance 
Providing visual instructions reduces the number of instances where patients 
have to approach staff  for guidance 
This panel is also used to conceal columns on actual 1Q window that display 
confidential patient identifiers (e.g. NRIC) 

Confidentiality 
Only 1Q numbers are displayed 
No breach of patient confidentiality - patients cannot be identified using 
only 1Q number 

Transparency  
Patients can see how many people are in front of them, allowing them to manage: 

1) their time – perhaps there is time for a toilet break before their turn 
2) their expectations – they do not get upset if a patient who arrives later than them 

 but whose 1Q position is ahead gets called first 

1Q positions were 
already available to staff – to 
make this information available 
to patients too  

Live-feed dashboard 
display was mounted at 
outpatient x-ray waiting area 
for a trial period of 2 months 

Initial anecdotal 
evidence from x-ray staff 
indicated patient queries on 
wait time were reduced 

Included instruction 
window to provide guidance 
to patients, further reducing 
uncertainty 

(screenshot below) 

how long do I  
have to wait  

before my turn? 
have I arrived  
at the correct 

place? 

 84% 
agree that the 

dashboard helps to 
manage their time  
while waiting for  

their x-ray

agree that the  
dashboard is effective  

in providing information 
about their turn  

for x-ray

Sample: 50 patients were surveyed between 
Jan – Mar 2018 on their opinions of queuing 
with the dashboard. Results were 
categorized across 5 age groups 

Inclusion criteria: patients who had 
previously visited outpatient x-ray, and had 
experienced queuing without the dashboard 
(so that sample has an intrinsic baseline) 

Pearson’s chi-squared test was used to evaluate the 
significance of both survey results across the 5 age groups:  
There is a p<0.05 chance that both 96% and 84% results 
occurred randomly,  
i.e. both results are statistically independent of patient age 

α = 0.05 

“Today the experience  
with the xray queue was good. 

Last visit was not good. You 
should have a way of managing 

patients waiting around and 
manage space outside xray 

rooms and give them correct 
idea of what the waiting time 

would be. Thanks!” 

“Too cramped 
seating and not 
enough seats” 

“Too small 
cannot see” 

from patients 

“Assistant is 
helpful” 

“Circulation within  
the building is horrible. 
Always get lost. Poor 

directional signs” 
[comment irrelevant  
to project, included  

for veracity] 

Queueing psychology can be more important than 
the actual length of the wait itself. Having no 

indication of wait time makes the queue feel longer – the dashboard removes 
uncertainty by providing a gauge of the wait time.  The dashboard also  
enforces the principle of fairness in a queue – it removes stress and  
anxiety from seeing patients who arrive later getting called  
first. All this contributes to productivity as  
staff spend less time attending to 
patient queries about  
wait time. 

CONCLUSION 

Improve appearance of  
dashboard by visually enlarging 

 1Q numbers (based on patient feedback) 
Acquire resources to implement the dashboard  

at other high volume procedure rooms in Radiography 
 


